This year Fido visits the First Annual Beer Drinking Contest between the staffs of THE TECH, Institute newspaper, and Voo Doo, Technology's comic magazine.

The staffs were divided into two seven-man teams and paired off against each other. The drinking was judged on a point system, one point given for a man outguzzling his opponent. Two points were given for the winner of the struggle between captains, the General Managers of the publications.

Judging was done by an umpire who was appointed for each sub-team. He was the only one supposed to stay sober during the evening.

Rules for the contest were of the simplest nature. Anything went just so long as the beer went down. A man won if he could down more than his opponent, and if his opponent yielded or passed out.

THE TECH won by a score of 4½ to 3½ after the boys had gone through five quarter-kegs and the management of the hotel had given up.

Surprise of the evening came from "Tarz," secretary to both publications. The boys never realized she felt that way about them.

Seated opposite each other at a long table, the opposing teams toasted each other (with fingers crossed) to begin the struggle.

The keg is tapped. "The Goon," bespectacled and unsmiling bartender, was kept rushing throughout the evening.